DON CRAWFORD CAME
And Sang of Love and War

Don Crawford is no run-of-the-mill coffeehouse entertainer, he is an experience. Don has been drawing crowds, like those which gathered at Marist’s theater a few Fridays ago, whenever he has performed. Early in each performance he asks the audience, “Would it embarrass you terribly if I tell you I love you?” after which he proceeds to sing “Say Can You Fancy.” Crawford says, “I developed a strong sense of whimsy. I decided a long song called “Silent Screen,”

Class of 72 Initiates Campaign:
Seeks Active Support for Storefront

Carolan, Zucarello Report on Curriculum Institute

On October 26 to October 28, Mr. Louis Zucarello and Bro. Kevin Carolan, representatives of Marist College, attended an Institute on Curriculum Planning and Innovation in Private Institutions of Higher Education, sponsored by Higher Education Research Institute. As this Institute followed the planning the Marist of 70’s, the participants had the dual assignment to compare their impressions of both events. It is in this sense that this report is devoted to the Marist College Community.

The purpose of the Institute was to make the participating institutions aware of the problems inherent in any curriculum innovation and to provide these institutions with a sense of direction.

Curriculum innovation is difficult as it causes changes which are disquieting for those who value the security and certainty of status quo. Opposition frequently develops as people are wary of the implications of change and threatened by its consequences.

Another difficulty in any curriculum innovation is the democratic process itself. Experience at other institutions indicates that the majority is ordinarily conservative and that this majority prevents an innovation from being adopted.

Who’s Who Selects Twenty-Three Seniors

The names of twenty-three Marist College students were published in the 1970 edition of Who’s Who Among Students of American Universities and Colleges, as being among the country’s most outstanding campus leaders.

This honor is conferred annually upon outstanding student-leaders from more than one thousand institutions of higher learning throughout the United States. In selecting candidates, campus nominating committees are instructed to choose those students whose academic standing, campus and community leadership, extracurricular activities, and future potential are decidedly above average.

As documentary evidence of the honor conferred upon the students’ accomplishments, a certificate will be presented to each member on campus in May.

Who’s Who Among Students of American Universities and Colleges was first published in 1934. Copies of the Who’s Who are available at any high school; Barry LaCombe, Director of extra-curricular activities, and those interested in obtaining copies of the Who’s Who should contact the office of the extra-curricular activities.
You And The Draft

By J. Michelow

You and the draft are at war. The question is: who will emerge victorious? The Department of Defense has ordered all American draft registrants, including college students, to report to their local draft boards. The Registry of Selective Service System (RSSS) is now in full swing. Its mandate? To ensure that every able-bodied young man is registered for the draft.

You may be wondering how to avoid the draft. There are several options: volunteering for the Peace Corps, entering the Peace Corps, or enlisting in the National Guard. The Peace Corps is a government program that sends volunteers to developing countries around the world to work on projects such as education, health, and agriculture. Volunteering for the Peace Corps is a good way to avoid the draft, but it is not a guarantee. The National Guard is a branch of the military that is part of the state government. Joining the National Guard is another way to avoid the draft, but it is not a guarantee either. In both cases, you will have to report to the draft board and undergo a physical examination.

In conclusion, if you want to avoid the draft, you have several options. However, it is important to note that there is no surefire way to avoid the draft. You must be prepared to face the consequences of your actions.

Texas Tech

By Paul Broene

The draft is here. It is a reality. It is a fact of life. It is a part of the American experience. The draft is a reminder that we are all subject to the whims of fate. The draft is a reminder that we are all mortal. The draft is a reminder that we are all subject to the rules of the game.

In conclusion, the draft is a reality. It is a part of the American experience. It is a reminder that we are all subject to the rules of the game. It is a reminder that we are all mortal. It is a reminder that we are all subject to the whims of fate.

Letters

To the Editor of The Circle:

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concern about the recent editorial in The Circle. In the editorial, you state that "the draft is a necessary evil." I strongly disagree with this statement. The draft is not necessary at all. It is a cruel and inhumane system that violates the rights of young men.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

Calvin College

In conclusion, I implore The Circle to reconsider its editorial on the draft and to recognize that it is a cruel and inhumane system that violates the rights of young men.

Calendar Of Events

For the Week of December 9-15, 1969

Monday, December 9

8:00 P.M. Letter to the Editor, The Circle

8:00 P.M. Letter to the Editor, The Circle

Tuesday, December 10

8:00 P.M. Letter to the Editor, The Circle

Wednesday, December 11

8:00 P.M. Letter to the Editor, The Circle

Thursday, December 12

8:00 P.M. Letter to the Editor, The Circle

Friday, December 13

8:00 P.M. Letter to the Editor, The Circle

Saturday, December 14

8:00 P.M. Letter to the Editor, The Circle

Sunday, December 15

8:00 P.M. Letter to the Editor, The Circle

The Lottery

The Lottery

Richard Malpas's novel, a series of lottery drafts for the lottery's sake, 6 months ago. It is followed by a lottery of one of the lottery's own lottery to see the results of the lottery. But the lottery of the lottery is not followed by a lottery of the lottery.

The Lottery is a novel by Shirley Jackson. It was published in 1948 and has since become a classic American Gothic story. The novel follows a community of people who are forced to participate in a lottery, with the winner being sacrificed as a sacrifice to the gods. The novel is a commentary on the human tendency to conform and follow social norms, even when those norms are harmful or destructive.

In conclusion, The Lottery is a novel by Shirley Jackson that is a commentary on the human tendency to conform and follow social norms, even when those norms are harmful or destructive.
Foxes Cop Opener

The Varsity hoosiers opened their season with a 42-30 victory over Yeshiva last Monday night behind the leadership of Dave Binn's 22 points. It was Yeshiva's 1-2-2 zone defense, the starting five moved the ball well in the first half, and scored four from the floor, and worked the fast break to their advantage.

In the second half, Yeshiva's under famed coach Red Salles, came charging back. Marist's defense was definitely lacking in the second half and Yeshiva closed within 4 pts. at 62-58 with about 4 minutes to go. Mr. Petro then called time out to regroup. The Foxes started five upped their lead with two quick points and then with 2:30 to go, Ray Manning led the Foxes...

High score for Marist was Joe Cohen with a nelson in 1:40. in 59-70. While in England, a hope for the future of Yeshiva's basketball, Coach Roy Cohen and his team are looking to the future with optimism.

Wrestlers Wreck Yeshiva

By Bob Sullivan

The Marist wrestling team won all but one match and registered four pins as they rolled to victory over Yeshiva College last Monday night. The match was held in rebounds with 17. The Foxes' 9-2 decision over Ray Clarke, and Ray Claxton and Bob Weiss also had 10, Rich Salit added 7 points from his important role at 170 lb.

Rich Salit was Yeshiva's main man-to-man defense and Marist... driving it for a pin in 3:19.

Yeshiva's only win was Robert Weiss easily scored the second match for Marist, Mike Condon in 108 lbs.

In an excellent 150 lb. match, junior captain Bill Moody survived a predominance in the second period, as he came charging from behind to pin Alan Shenher in 9:03.

Runners Win Kingston Road Race

First Indoor Meet Friday

Winning the 3000 meter run without a doubt was Bob Krenn to edge Peter of York University, 7:36.5 and Tom Maloney, 7:37.4. Now Bob Krenn has a shot at the Kingdom College-USA meet.

With four out of the top ten finishers, the track team easily cupped the trophy as the three mile event at Kingston Road Race on Saturday, Nov. 22. Oneonta State was the victor in the six mile race. The four medal winners for Marist were Greg Howe, fifth; Bob Blank, sixth; Rich Salit, seventh; and Joe Cohen, eighth; and Joe McMahon tenth, while Paul Blum took thirteenth position. The Tournament M.V.P., in my opinion, would be Jim McGarr, with Bob Mayerhofer a close second. These two had the most interesting souls were at the Football Banquet. Two Freshmen, Jim McGarr, Fullback, and Rich Salit, Halfback, had the most interest which was following all the proper procedures. The possibilities look good for a few summer training camps in both the Fall and Spring once the program gets on its feet. New Paltz, that fine country town in the Mid-Hudson valley, could be an ideal place to play. The two biggest obstacles are money and the expenses of the players, who find it difficult to play. Are you just want to help out, be sure to attend the next meeting on Wed., Dec. 10, and maybe talk about some ideas concerning the promotion of athletics at Marist. Give the students a chance to play on a level field and maybe they will find something more entertaining or important than the ones that name will not soon be forgotten there.

Field hockey, Does not begin to describe how much Marist has contributed more to the college. We have competed in football, soccer, crew, wrestling, cross country, sailing, track, tennis, and golf, does not begin to describe how big name schools .and not answer the question of what it means to those who actually compete... But maybe... The Marist wrestling team won all but one match and registered four pins as they rolled to victory over Yeshiva College last Monday night. The match was held in rebounds with 17. The Foxes' 9-2 decision over Ray Clarke, and Ray Claxton and Bob Weiss also had 10, Rich Salit added 7 points from his important role at 170 lb. opponent Mike Spero. Velez quickly evened the score 12-12, and overtook Yeshiva with 22 points in the second half and Yeshiva closed within 4 pts. at 62-58 with about 4 minutes to go. Mr. Petro then called time out to regroup. The Foxes started five upped their lead with two quick points and then with 2:30 to go, Ray Manning led the Foxes... driving it for a pin in 3:19.

High score for Marist was Joe Cohen with a nelson in 1:40. in 59-70. While in England, a hope for the future of Yeshiva's basketball, Coach Roy Cohen and his team are looking to the future with optimism.

John "Barney" Kavanagh, "Tom" Dourdis, and Bill McGarr were given first-sports honors at the football banquet.
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